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Latest Results
C Grade—Opposition Forfeit

A Grade
Golden Grove

23

11

149

SMOSH West Lakes

10

12

72

Golden Grove
SMOSH West Lakes

10

0

60

0

0

0

D Grade

B Grade
Golden Grove

8

12

60

Golden Grove

5

10

40

SMOSH West Lakes

6

4

40

Fitzroy

6

9

45

Under 18 Men

Women

Golden Grove

7

5

47

Golden Grove

0

0

0

Flinders Park

18

5

113

Salisbury

7

8

50

Under 18 Women—Opposition Forfeit
Golden Grove

10

0

60

Mount Lofty

0

0

0

Club News
Women’s final!
Come support the Div 5 Women’s team in the
club’s first ever senior female football final! This
Sunday, 30 July, at 3.00pm at Mt Barker.
Drakes Supermarkets Community Dollars
Program
If you shop at Drakes please support the club by
taking a tag from the bar to swipe each time you
make a purchase.
For every $2 spent, 1c will be credited to GGFC.

Under 7 Gold
With a hard fought out game against Pooraka in the last game before the holiday break, to yet another tough match
against TTG after the holiday break, our under 7 Gold team have been put under a lot of pressure but they have
risen to the occasion in both games.
They have been challenged but this has made them even more determined to succeed and work hard. The last two
weeks has most certainly been enjoyed from the sidelines.
Pooraka: We played Pooraka at Pooraka and the boys had to work hard for their win as bumps and smothering were allowed in this game. The leading markers in this game were Cailan and Henry who both took 6 impressive marks for the game. Luke Schulz scored 2 mighty goals whilst Reuben and Declan contributed 1 goal each.
Brady had a game high of 9 kicks closely followed by Declan and Noah Hunter who had 8 kicks for the game. Mitchell Weaving was his hard -working consistent self, whilst Ethan and Rueben showed that they can get in and under
in packs. This was a hard match and certainly the most physical game our boys have played but it did not deter
them, they worked solidly and showed strength, grit and determination.
TTG: We played TTG on our home turf and once again the boys had to put their best foot forward to come
away with the win. Both teams were very skilful as booming right foot kicks were on display from the get-go. Noah
Archer set the tone with a fantastic goal under pressure. Henry Brown and Declan Kells lead the mark count as they
managed to stick 5 marks each for the game. Reuben, Luke, Cooper, Declan and Henry also kicked 1 goal each for
the game, in a game where goals were hard to come by. Luke had a game high 9 kicks whilst Cailan, Declan, Noah
H and Henry had 7 kicks each. The contested possession was great as our boys dove into packs and worked hard
to retrieve the ball. Owen Doyle had a consistently high standard game whilst Dane, Tyler, Dylan F, Ethan D and
Ethan H were all involved in moving the play forward. Well done Under 7 Gold! A fantastic game to watch!

Under 7 Green
The Green Kookies were home to Elizabeth this morning on a fresh,
foggy, windless morning. The opposition were in all sorts with only 11
available by the game start time of 9.30, whereas in stark contrast, our
Green Kookies had enjoyed an excellent warm up, fresh after the
school holidays, and were ready to fire. And Fire We Did!!!
Annelise ran amok, picking up 14 kicks, 8 marks, 1 hand ball and kicking 3 goals 1. Lisey also filled in for the opposition in the last quarter
and offered some encouraging words to Jarvy about a nice kick he had
done in the third quarter. Thomas played for the opposition in the second quarter, and also performed well in small chunks, picking up 3
kicks, all from hard ball gets and dished off a gorgeous hand ball over the top of an approaching Annelise to setup
Elizabeth to enter their forward line in the second.
Alexander had endured a crazy week with a long car ride from Queensland only days earlier and was quite lethargic
early, understandably. But soon, he too, was up and about and remembering the love of the contest with a strong
contested game, including 7 kicks, 6 marks and 2 goals. Cooper battled manfully all day and was busy in the middle
with 2 kicks and 2 hand balls, and was happy to constantly put his body on the line to block and create.
In the end, I was super proud of the space we created all day, the kids looking up and assessing for themselves as
coach took more of a back seat role to an undermanned, under prepared Elizabeth. The end of the season is approaching and it is clear that all the kids have developed enormously, with many practicing their bouncing, and
some even launching for aerial grabs. The kicking execution is on the way up as well and I look forward to comparing the kids in their last game versus the first of the season as I know we will all be so proud of their development.

Under 8 Blue
After a week off for school holidays, round 11 saw U8 Blue return to Harpers Field
to play Fitzroy. We were presented with cool and foggy conditions upon arrival.
Whilst we had strong numbers for this week, unfortunately Fitzroy were only able to
rally up 11 players. To ensure the game went ahead, we had 3 players each quarter
don Fitzroy jumpers and line up against their normal team mates. Kye was our captain for the day and chose to kick towards the northern end in the first quarter.
The main focus areas for the game were: first to the ball, run with the ball and to
man up. The first quarter commenced under very foggy conditions with the boys in
the midfield starting well with Blake winning possession in the middle to kicking the
ball deep into our forward area where Sam was able to take a strong mark. Due to
reduced numbers we played 4 in the midfield which allowed plenty of space for both teams. Jayden and Jackson
were busy winning a number of possessions. In the forward lines, Kye our captain for the day took a strong mark
and was unlucky to not score a goal whilst the improvement Jacob has shown over the last few weeks continued
and was very unlucky not to score a goal. Whilst in defence our birthday boy Cameron started very well covering a
lot of ground and winning multiple possessions and Jamison showed great pressure to ensure that the Fitzroy forwards had no easy possessions. The first quarter came to an end which allowed the U8 Blue boys came together
for a quick drink and changes to the team with the requirement for players to help Fitzroy out, the pre-planned rotations had to thrown out the window.
The second quarter commenced with both teams playing some great footy. In the middle, Lochy and Patrick were
involved in ensuring the ball was moved into our forward lines with relative ease. The great work from the midfield
ensured that the boys in the forward lines had a number of opportunities however some inaccurate kicking early
prevented us from scoring goals. As the quarter went on, it was great to see Josh receive a slick handball from
Blake then kick truly to score his first goal for GGFC, near the end of the quarter Jamison was able to win possession close to goal and snap a great goal. Whilst down the other end of the field in defence Jayden and Brady were
busy whilst Ryan took another great mark. The half time siren sounded which gave everyone and chance to enjoy
some oranges and have a quick drink. The break also gave the coaching staff an opportunity to remind the boys of
our focus areas as well as highlight a number of ‘high 5’ moments from the first half.
The third quarter commenced with the boys in the midfield playing well as a group, one highlight was a great ‘hard
ball get’ and long kick from Louis late in the quarter. In the forward lines, the boys were busy with Patrick and Josh
ensured the goal umpire was kept busy whilst Asher showed some great pressure to ensure that the ball was kept
in the area. Down the other end of the field Cameron and Brandon were busy with both taking a number of great
marks whilst Callum was applying some great pressure to the Fitzroy forwards. The siren sounded to bring the 3rd
quarter to an end, the boys came together for a quick drink. The break gave an opportunity to remind the boys of
our focus areas and to have as much fun as possible in the last quarter.
The last quarter commenced well with the boys in the middle ensuring the ball was moved forward. A couple of
highlights was a perfect tap from Josh to Cameron and a strong overhead mark from Harry. In the forward lines
Blake and Jackson continued to be heavily involved whilst Louis was able to score a good goal late displaying some
great determination. Down the other end of the oval Lochy and Sam were busy whilst Jacob displayed great pressure which ensured Fitzroy had no easy shots. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great
game and then sang the club song.
On Sunday we again displayed some significant improvement as a team since the start of the year, it is great to see
the boys playing some great team footy and have great fun in the process. It was pleasing to also see a number of
the boys embracing the opportunity to help out and play for Fitzroy. I would like to thank all that assisted with the
game as well as a special thank you needs to go out to our Social Secretary Kate for organising our team tenpin
bowling activity on Saturday night, it certainly was a great night and the boys and families really enjoyed it. Next
week we will be returning to Harpers Field to play U8 Gold in a ‘GGFC Showdown’ under lights on Friday night. GO
BURRAS!

Under 11 White
This week we were celebrating Brody Feltrin's 50th game for
Golden Grove Football Club. He was super excited to say the
least , after watching his banner get put together during the
week.
We were playing Athelstone at home, who earlier in the year
gave us a good battle at their ground where we got up by 2
points with some inaccurate kicking. We were going to have to
work hard all game with only 18 players available.The boys were
fired up and keen to get a win for Brody.
We got of to a great start in the first quarter with some very good
team play.The midfield players in Isaac , Zachary , William and
Jai Arnold , who was helping us out from the 11 reds, were working hard to get it out and heading forward. On the wings Brody and Owen were working hard to help out the defence
and setting up on the forward 50 wall. Up forward Brayden was in great touch and had some classy helpers in Darcy , Jake , Jai C , Daniell and Mitchell.
Due to the dominance in the first quarter our backline players in Daniel , Nicholas , Sawyer , Liam ,Lochlan and
Jack were only called on a couple of times and were excellent in sending the ball back forward.
After making some positional changes in the third quarter ,to see how some of the boys went in different positions ,we were forced to go back to our starting line up when Athelstone got back into the game. With the boys in
the positions that they started the game in and that are suited to their individual playing styles and skill level we
were able to kick away in the last quarter. A five goal win to celebrate the milestone for Brody was a great result.

Although it was our best team effort game this year there were some great individual efforts as well. Nicholas Tarca
was breaking through the packs all day. Zachary Pope had another solid game playing centre for most of the game.
Jai Arnold showed why he is in the reds with a huge game. Darcy Kelly snapped two great goals. William Jones
was solid changing on the ball and up forward and kicking 1 goal.
Daniel Cowie finished of some great team play with 1 goal. Sawyer Smith was back to his tough tackling best. Brayden Barnes
was superb at full forward bagging 3 goals.
Great team win boys!!! Hopefully we can work hard on the training track this week and give ourselves a chance of playing finals
with a win over Modbury in the next game.
Thanks to Andrew Tarca for filling in as team runner this week
and also to all our parent helpers that were able to give some of
their time to working in the club canteen. Special mention to
Duane Gwilt for some great photos from the game and a huge
shift on the BBQ for the canteen.
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